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Digital Editing

Save time and gain confidence with AJE’s powerful machine learning technology

AJE Digital Editing was built for researchers. It is a fast and flexible editing tool you can use for all your academic writing.

The AI that powers AJE Digital has been trained on millions of edits by PhD-level editors from more than 447 areas of study and over 2000 field-specific topics. Unlike our competitors, who train their AI only on papers that have already been edited, we train our AI on both the original and edited files—allowing us to make up to 3 times more changes with over 95% accuracy.

Fast and affordable

Corrects grammatical errors and improves phrasing and word choice to ensure your manuscript is judged for the quality of the research, not the quality of the language.

TRY AJE DIGITAL EDITING FOR FREE

Annual Plan

Digital Editing

€104,60 / year

30% limited-time discount

- Unlimited access to AJE Digital Editing for one year
- Best in class AI-driven technology built for academic research
- Makes up to 3 times more edits than competitor tools, with over 95% accuracy

BUY NOW
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Digital Editing Plan active

Thank you for using AJE Digital Editing! You now have access to this tool until 25 Nov 2022.

To begin, simply drag and drop your manuscript file (DOC or DOCX, Max 25,000 words) to the area below, select the style of English, and click "Begin Editing." We will start editing your manuscript immediately, and your results will appear on this page within minutes.

Your Digital Edits

About AJE Digital Editing
AJE Digital Editing was built for researchers. It is a fast and flexible editing tool you can use for all your academic writing.

The AI that powers AJE Digital has been trained on millions of edits by PhD-level editors from more than 447 areas of study and over 2000 field-specific topics. Unlike our competitors, who train their AI only on papers that have already been edited, we train our AI on both the original and edited files—allowing us to make up to 3 times more changes with over 95% accuracy.

Your Annual Plan
Your AJE Digital Editing plan is active until 25 Nov 2022. For questions about your plan or help with a file, please email support@aje.com.

Feedback
Tell us what you think about the AJE Digital Editing tool!
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Your manuscript

Here's what we have determined about your manuscript based on the files you uploaded.

Select your English editing service

Your paper will be matched by subject area to a US-trained editor with an advanced degree, ensuring the correct use of field-specific terminology in clear and accurate English.

Standard Editing
- Language editing for natural and correct English by a US-trained expert in your field
- AJE Editing Certificate
- 10% discount on re-edits
- Native English-speaking academic editor

Advanced Editing
- Language editing for natural and correct English by a US-trained expert in your field
- AJE Editing Certificate
- 50% discount on Advanced or Premium re-edits
- Professionally trained staff editor
- Professionally trained journal
- 10% discount on Figures and Formatting Services

Premium Editing
- Premium language editing for natural and correct English by a US-trained expert in your field
- AJE Editing Certificate (Guaranteed)
- Professionally trained Premium staff editor
- 15% discount on Journal Recommendation
- 20% discount on Figure and Formatting services
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